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use of cookies. Learn moreHide 01-28-2015, 2:46 p.m. #1 This is the Wave Echo Cave from the DnD 5th Starter Set - Lost Mine of Phandelver. It is based on the original Wave Echo Cave by Mike Schley: that unfortunately has a 10 foot grid, not many details and might not be ideal for using for roll20 etc. I hope my cards
offer a good alternative for people who prefer to play with a grid. What do you think? Wave Echo Cave Part 1: Wave Echo Cave Part 2: Attached Vignettes 01-28-2015, 15:29 #2 Very Nice!! Have some rep 04-07-2015, 00:20 #3 really great stuff! 04-07-2015, 02:45 #4 one of these skeletons seems to be very comfortable!
It seems ... incredibly complicated, but there is no doubt that the result is fantastic. /Diamond 04-09-2015, 11:12 AM #5 Awesome! Can you offer it without the grid? Webmaster and chief designer of The World of Farland: A World conquered by evil and ruled by the Lords of Sin. www.farlandworld.com 01-05-2016, 6:08
p.m. #6 Originally published by Acriaos This is the Wave Echo Cave from the DnD 5th Starter Set - Lost Mine of Phandelver. It is based on the original Wave Echo Cave by Mike Schley: that unfortunately has a 10 foot grid, not many details and might not be ideal for using for roll20 etc. I hope my cards offer a good
alternative for people who prefer to play with a grid. What do you think? Wave Echo Cave Part 1: Wave Echo Cave Part 2: It's fantastic, and more useful to me. My band is getting ready to go through wec right now. Was it intentional that the maps were different width/pixel scales? I try to align them for use on the same
card screen on Roll20 and this doesn't seem to be properly possible. I can divide things between two screens if there is not a way to align them - would they match if I embiggened the map of the South from 5440 to 6800? Edit: Of course, a resize does the trick well Acriaos Last edited by ForumFerret; 01-05-2016 at 6:30
p.m. Well, I could just draw it on the erasure map, or I could really hang it with a color battle card. But I can't find any. How did other people do wec? It's damn big. Connect nebulous or sign up to remove this ad $1.25, you can get the player version of the card (size 4500 x 6136) from the artist: Mike Schley. Yes, that's
what I ended up doing. I'll print it at 10' scale, it's always going to be 3 feet by 4 feet. I thought that anything you couldn't do on a scale, I can redesign on a zoomed-in eraser map. I put it on Roll20 and set up dynamic lighting. I have my laptop as DM, and players have a mouse that they in turn use to move their
characters onto another computer connected to the 40 screen in the living room. We find it really blimmin works well for us, and the dynamic lighting is really cool - I've seen the party get lost on a map that's great. We have a player who lives in another city, and the rest of us show up depending on how demanding life is.
Adulthood really reduces our playing time. Those who can't turn up can usually be there online. But I digress- Roll20, Roll20 is a cool and easy way to show cards in all their glory in a usable way. Okay, so maybe someone else is better at math than me. The original map is at a scale of 10', 4500 x 6136 pixels, 15' x 20.5'
at 300 resolution. What if I wanted to convert it into 5 squares? I counted the actual blocks, the card is technically 38 inches in diameter if each square 1 inch. So what I have now is a card from 3'x4' to 1 - 10 feet. I put it on Roll20 and set up dynamic lighting. I have my laptop as DM, and players have a mouse that they in
turn use to move their characters onto another computer connected to the 40 screen in the living room. We find it really blimmin works well for us, and the dynamic lighting is really cool - I've seen the party get lost on a map that's great. We have a player who lives in another city, and the rest of us show up depending on
how demanding life is. Adulthood really reduces our playing time. Those who can't turn up can usually be there online. But I digress- Roll20, Roll20 is a cool and easy way to show cards in all their glory in a usable way. That's pretty cool. Ideally, I want one of those ceiling-mounted projectors so I can do it, or something
newfangled and ridiculously expensive. One of the players has one. It's ok, but the definition is not so good and you need to have the room darkened which is not ideal. I put it on Roll20 and set up dynamic lighting. I have my laptop as DM, and players have a mouse that they in turn use to move their characters onto
another computer connected to the 40 screen in the living room. We find it really blimmin works well for us, and the dynamic lighting is really cool - I've seen the party get lost on a map that's great. We have a player who lives another city, and the rest of us show up depending on how demanding life is. Adulthood really
reduces our playing time. Those who can't turn up can usually be there online. But I digress- Roll20, Roll20 is a cool and easy way to show cards in all their glory in a usable way. Same! I can't say enough good things about Roll20; it's much cheaper and more flexible than minis and physical maps, and it's probably the
friendliest bike Done. I use it exclusively for in-person, non-digital sessions; I've never even used it to play online! (Side note for all those considering this option: Roll20 is free to use, but the free version caps the size and number of files you can download. IIRC, the Wave Echo Cave player map is huge, and bigger than
the download cap, so you may not be able to use it with Roll20 for free. Yet by the time I reached this point, I was so thrilled with Roll20 that I was more than happy to try their paid membership.) That's pretty cool. Ideally, I want one of those ceiling-mounted projectors so I can do it, or something newfangled and
ridiculously expensive. Go with a new flat-screen TV instead. I use a 55 Sony Bravia that I bought for sale last year for $800 Canadian. The price of a large decent TV is competitive or better than the price of a new projector, and you'll probably get a lot more use out of it. Well, for now, I printed the card on a scale of 10',
it's 25 sheets of paper that I have to put together, so it will be great. It looks really good, I've shaken up the saturation levels in Photoshop so it's popping with color. If the fight really needs to be broken down at the 5' scale, then I'll zoom in with the dry erasure map. But we ran fights on the 10' scale, the more abstract
nature of 5th makes it easier. Depends on how many fighters are crammed. Same! I can't say enough good things about Roll20; it's much cheaper and more flexible than minis and physical maps, and it's probably the friendliest ATV ever made. I use it exclusively for in-person, non-digital sessions; I've never even used it
to play online! It's an interesting catch. I know guys who have used it for online gaming for years and swear how good it is. I have some reservations, well, A) I'm lucky to have 3 local players, and B) I have thousands of dollars invested in miniatures and cards already, and I really like miniatures. C) I'm not in the market
right now to buy a screen just for the game, I need a new laptop more than anything and the Macbook Pro calls my name and it's '$%' expensive!!! And the physical maps are fast and with the pre-made paizo erasure cards, they are full of as many details as an ATV. But, all that said, I want to move eventually to a more
integrated electronic approach. I ended up using a deployment battle card, but I only mapped the area of the black spider's room, using Theater of the Mind for the rest. Looking at the map, I quickly realized that the actual mine part was absurdly small, and decided to treat the map as only a vague representation of the
actual cave. That said, I also have the digital version of the map. Roll20 is a solid option. It's an interesting catch. I know guys who have used it for online gaming for years and swear how good it is. I have some reservations, well, A) I'm lucky to have 3 local, local players, B) I have thousands of dollars invested in
miniatures and cards already, and I really like miniatures. C) I'm not in the market right now to buy a screen just for the game, I need a new laptop more than anything and the Macbook Pro calls my name and it's '$%' expensive!!! And the physical maps are fast and with the pre-made paizo erasure cards, they are full of



as many details as an ATV. But, all that said, I want to move eventually to a more integrated electronic approach. I can appreciate all this. For me, I came out of the mini collection game around 2009, because I realized it was starting to cost me hundreds of dollars that I couldn't justify for myself. I always loved these
minis, but no matter how many I had, it was never enough. I switched to tokens for a while, because they are cheaper and easier to customize than minis, but even this has been more labor-intensive than digital. Digital has always promised to be cheaper and easier (albeit intangible) compared to physical games, but in
my opinion Roll20 is the first platform that is user-friendly enough to actually make digital tables achievable. ... I can rent Roll20 more, but eventually I'll start repeating myself. If it seems like it might work for you, check it out! Eventually it might work, but for now I'm going with the old school paper 'n plastic road, I'm
almost at the point there, I just don't need or want more miniatures. I had some of the last Pathfinder sets, not almost all of them, but the quality of the plastic was a bit low compared to the DDM line. I actually broke a couple of mini PF just by dropping them. Lol, I said old school there. Plastic minis are definitely new
school, not old! Unless 10 years is old? Maybe he's old now....:/ Lol, I said old school there. Plastic minis are definitely new school, not old! Unless 10 years is old? Maybe he's old now....:/ Plastic minis were available in the late 1980s for some lines. 89/90 for warhammer and WH40K, and also for Blood Bowl. I bought
the card, ran it through postrazor, scaled it correctly to 5' (60.25 dpi I think it was) and looked at 90 sheets without borders. Far too expensive ink wise. Instead, I'm hand drawing on the last of my game paper, much cheaper. Yet, can not be beaten for digital games. Speaking of ink, formatted and printed all 5th spells on
3x5 index cards. Took about 362 maps ish, but infinitely better and has a Complete. only 24 are double sides. ran out of black ink on the last sentence of the last card I bought the card, ran it through postrazor, scaled correctly to 5' (60.25 dpi I think it was) and looked at 90 sheets without borders. Far too expensive ink
wise. Instead, I'm hand drawing on the last of my game paper, much cheaper. Yet, can not be beaten for digital games. 90 years, wow. I'm going to stick with my 25 pages on a 10' scale and see how it goes. Pass. just don't think there are enough caves that need to have maps to print the whole thing. I ended up drawing
the middle cave with the raised ends, the water wheel/forge cave, and the rift cave/temple at various points; I use a giant battle mat and dry erasure markers with some 3D accessories that I make from polymer clay. Works better than any other method, and is infinitely cheaper than printing 90 pages! I think I'll make the
black spider more of a presence in the mine before the PCs inevitably show up in the final room and just kill it. Or get killed by him, which is probably too. I thought about giving Spider a magical escape route to the Seven Pillars Room, a portal that he jumps through and the PCs will be able to follow. I just want to stretch
the end of the game to the 6th level. After that, I was thinking about running Ravenloft I6 with the 5th conversion. . Page 2 I don't think there are enough caves that need to have maps to print it all out. I ended up drawing the middle cave with the raised ends, the water wheel/forge cave, and the rift cave/temple at various
points; I use a giant battle mat and dry erasure markers with some 3D accessories that I make from polymer clay. Works better than any other method, and is infinitely cheaper than printing 90 pages! yes, most of my stuff is packed now, but I used to create clay and polymer accessories too and paint them. Easy and
cheap and makes perfect cave fixtures. I don't think my players ever really enjoyed how much time I spent entertaining us behind the scenes connecting or signing up to remove this Polymer clay craft ad is my other hobby - I make jewelry and sculpt a little. So I make monster tokens, pets and animal companions (mostly
very lumpy!), some special monsters (a kraken and a fire element were two) and things like chests, pillars, bushes and trees, etc. I wish I could find the photo of the Aboleth that I made. It was BADASS. Better than any plastic. I had two in that scenario. He was the wounded man surrounded by enslaved minions. It went
well. Nubulous, mad scientist. How do you tell the players at the table? I love the aboleth! My kraken wasn't half so good... Nubulous, mad scientist. How do you tell the players at the table? I'll probably just knock it down and not try to use a fog of war. But I could. All my stuff is in a players' house, so I don't preparation
time to be put in place. If 10-foot squares are a problem, I'll redesign on a paizo-scale map. I think I decided to nail on a new ending to Lost Mine of Phandelver. Especially because I want to explore a little more in the 5th level sandbox with 5th. And also because I have this giant map that I made from the 7-pillar room of
Thunderspire Labyrinth that didn't have much use. I've always packed it somewhere. My plan is to have the black spider have a portal to reach it. The hall will be run by a spectator named Xezzlomaxx. Underground shenanigans will follow. I finish the campaign after this scenario, but I was going to make Black Spider
just a pawn of the Spectator. I stopped using grids and just use a dry clearing surface off grid and estimate distances (1' - 5'). I truncated the Wave Echo Cave section of our playthrough starter set 5E experience, basically cutting back 30% and making some other adjustments, but kept the front 70% full scale. I added a
few cellar-ins to cut the unused portions. I also added five square feet to keep things easier for the players and myself at the table. I also used Mike Schley's map/art site to get the high res card and blew it up, but also switched to the gray scale, then cut it and put it on a handful of 2' x 2' black foam squares for transport. I
also went with the fog of war using loose cardboard pages to keep things covered. how funny it is. I was going through the list of my old threads and I found this one for Wave Echo Cave that I posted myself 5 years ago during the first 5th part. My new band is about to reach Wave Echo again, and I have this same card
from five years ago! I change some things, so it won't be the same experience before, but it should be interesting to see the changes from the original piece to the new one. A.
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